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Fuorikante

Kelvin Neal

The walk to the Sasc Fura Hut from Bondo is long and steep and I arrived hours
behind Roy in a state of total exhaustion. Nine weeks of hard exercise, poor diet
and rough living were beginning to take their toll. This early in the season, the hut
was still closed from the winter so we slept in the woodshed, the best
accommodation we had had so far.

Our objective was the Cassin Route on the Badile. Next day, however, the
weather obviously had other ideas. Driven by the rain and lured by a rumour of
'winter quarters', we decided to drop our sacks at the Colie Vial, return to the
Sasc Fura Hut for the rest of the food and move over to the Sciora Hut. The path
over the Cengalo Glacier and accompanying moraines proved to be abysmal,
continual bursts of speed being necessary to avoid falling bricks and bits of
glacier. 1 arrived at the (thankfully existent) winter quarters of the Sciora Hut,
totally exhausted, a condition which I was beginning to find increasingly
distasteful. Roy had spent the time eyeing-up the NW ridge of the Sciora Di
Fuori - the hardest route of the four that we had decided on for this area. I
nodded agreement before collapsing on to a bunk. It had to be done sometime and
so now was as good a time as any!

The following morning, a quick thrash through deep snow brought us to the
foot of the route. Roy long-jumped the bergschrund and soloed up a steep
awkward crack before stopping at a ledge to sort the ropes. Steep, awkward
cracks are just not my scene (neither are long jumps) so I followed very slowly
stopping at the ledge just long enough to ask what he was playing at, before
storming off up some slabs. Personality differences were starting to destroy our
partnership. I got the definite impression that if I said too much, it would only
serve to precipitate the huge argument that I could feel building up between us.
Now was neither the time nor the place for such an argument to be allowed to
develop.

Several easy pitches up slabs brought us to the top of the sub-structure and we
started up the ridge proper. More difficult steeper rock led upwards for a long way
after that, all of it good but little that was particularly memorable. The only
pitches which stick in my memory are a grade IV groove which must be one of the
most perverse pitches I have ever climbed, all the holds in the wrong places and
cracks always just too narrow or too wide for my boots; and free climbing a pitch
of VI and Al which was pure balance climbing up a steep wall, all very nice in
Hanwags and Chalk at Gogarth but slightly off-putting in Koflachs and a
rucksack at nearly 3000m. .

We eventually arrived at a small ledge at the bottom of a huge rockscar well
ahead of the guidebook time. This rockscar was formed in 1963 when 'half the
mountain collapsed into Switzerland leaving behind huge, tottering blocks,
rubble and a general air of disaster. The guidebook said to descend a chimney and
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move left to a line of pegs. I duly descended (was lowered down) a chimney to an
in situ peg, swung out left and was confronted with a blank, overhanging wall. No
pegs! I messed around for a while, thinking that I must be missing something,
then admitted defeat and prussiked back up the chimney. Roy took over the lead,
said that we must be too low and headed up into the rockscar. For the record,
starting that lead into the scar remains the bravest action I have ever seen in the
mountains. Not even wanting to watch, I glanced around at the belay - two pegs
together and, eight feet higher, a third which he had not bothered to clip. Two
and a half metres! Too high for the belay, too low for a runner. Heart suddenly
racing, I pulled up on it and swung myself around the arete on the left to see a line
of pegs going straight up the wall! Shouting to Roy to come down, I slumped back
to the ledge and started arranging the aid gear. He reversed 1Sm ofclimbing faster
than I would have thought possible, arriving back on the stance looking
thoroughly relieved. I led up the line of pegs, bridging the gaps with hard
free-climbing to save some time. Storm clouds were growing on the horizon and,
although the sky above us was still clear, they were beginning to worry me.

Two long pitches of mixed free and aid climbing then gradually relenting slabs
led towards the summit. In the space of a few minutes, clear skies changed to
thick cloud, the light failed and lightning started playing around the Pioda and
the Ago. Visibility being down to a few metres, we descended the NNE ridge
towards the col relying on judgement and compasses. A couple of pitches and a
long section of moving together due to lack of belays brought us to a long diagonal
rake leading down to the top of the col. A solitary peg told us that we were 'on
route' so I descended the rake, having to brush over 20cm ofhail from every hold.
My fingers were totally numb by the time I arrived at the col where I could at last
replace my mitts. Waiting for Roy to join me, I passed the time thinking learned
thoughts about Praxilene, Ronicol and Knives. The Praxilene lay forgotten in the
valley, Ronicol I could not obtain before leaving Britain. I blew gently on my
hands instead.

The descent from the col looked horrendous as the weight of hail still coming
down was causing the surface snow to avalanche every few minutes and the
couloir itself obviously got a lot steeper about ISOm below. We knew from the day
before that three gullies were leading to the ridges and so, in a shouted discussion,
above the noise of the storm, we decided to try the next. We descended the
Albigna side of the ridge for about a hundred metres to gain access to the next
gully only to find that it was blocked by a huge chockstone. Rather than risking
another long descent on increasingly dangerous snow to the third gully and
possibly another dead end, we climbed back towards a ledge intending to bivvy
down until the storm cleared.

I was established on the ledge, belaying Roy, when there was a brilliant flash
and a huge explosion from the top of the Gendarme about 2Sm above me. My
left leg jerked violently and then went completely dead - I had been hit by
lightning! Roy passed me without more than a quick glance at the bivvy ledge and
continued towards the col. He disappeared over the top, the rope continuing to
run out very smoothly. When it went tight, I started hopping up the pitch wishing
that he would not pull quite so much. At the top of the col, I peered down the
couloir and could just see him below me, 'hanging on to a boulder with one arm
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and trying to fit crampons with the other. The couloir consisted of 20cm of hail
over half a metre of wet snow over hard ice. A wide trough leading from me to his
boulder showed why the rope had been running so smoothly - he had not been
able to stop until he had managed to grab the boulder. I fitted my crampons in
record time then stepped over the edge and slid down until I was level with him,
stopping myself by simply digging everything in as deep as possible. I wrapped a
sling around the boulder and clipped him into it then turned to continue down the
couloir and just managed to jump out of the way as the surface snow avalanched
one more time. Technique thrown to the winds, I half ran, halfglissaded down to
where the couloir became really steep, from where a difficult mixed traverse led
leftwards to another couloir. A few metres down this, I belayed to another
boulder sticking out of the snow and with a feeling of real security, shouted to Roy
that 1was safe. He continued down to a snow shoulder where we had a really petty
argument as to whether or not we should stay roped up. I settled this by untying
and starting to coil one of the ropes which did not really leave him much choice.
No belay equals no security. A short steep section, then an easy snow gully led to
the moraine above the hut.

Back under cover at last, he went to bed whilst I sat outside smoking and
watching the storm. My left leg was still dead, although I could move it more
easily now. My fingers were still numb er later lost most of the nails) and the
avalanches in the couloir had produced enough adrenalin to ensure a restless
night. Still, better to be in the hut than stuck on that bivouac ledge.

The storm lasted for five days. If we had continued with our plan to bivouac, it
would have been the last decision we would have been able to make.
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